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Grand Entertainment SAL announced
the launch of the highly anticipated
Grand Cinemas multiplex at The Gate

Mall in Al-Agaila, one of the country’s busiest
malls.

This inauguration marks the second Grand
Cinemas location to open in Kuwait in less
than 3 years, following the brand’s eminent
success at Al Hamra Luxury Center, after a
Horizontal and Vertical expansion in Lebanon
and Jordan, making the Brand the region’s
fastest growing cinema chain. 

Home of 9 Screens including 1  Grand Class
VIP theater of 16 reclining leather Armchairs,
Grand Cinemas Gate Mall boasts 780 Seats,
adjacent to a vast lobby area fitted with the
ultimate services and E-facilities on the infa-
mous Grand standard, ready to cater to all

moviegoers and to shape up a new generation
of film buffs.

The 9 Screen-multiplex avails to Al-Agaila
residents a broad range of distinctive products
such as E-commerce Services, be it Online
Booking, E-kiosk or Mobile App, along an unri-
valled selection of concessions, served by a
passionate team of professionals trained to
deliver the Grand Experience at its best.

“Grand Cinemas’ vision has always been to
extend locally and internationally, and Kuwait
is considered a key and strategic market for our
expansion plan,” claimed Jean Ramia - Grand
Cinemas CEO.   “The brand’s evolution has
started in UAE more than a decade ago and it
extended all the way to Lebanon, Jordan, and
Kuwait, soon to Bahrain and several other terri-
tories on the map,” added Ramia.

“Here in Kuwait we have launched 3 years
ago our first project at Al Hamra Luxury Center,
now this is our second location and shortly
we’ll be announcing our 3rd location. We are
very happy in the opportunity we obtained in
Kuwait, where in return we’re happier with the
job opportunities we’re creating and the
upgraded cinema experience we’re offering,”
concluded Ramia

To kick off the celebrations, Grand Cinemas
Gate Mall has been scheduled for the year’s
biggest titles. Following Mission Impossible 5,
which premiered on August 6th, moviegoers
can look forward to exclusive blockbusters that
patrons have come to expect from the regional
leader in entertainment. Grand Entertainment
SAL promises to be on the reach of every
Kuwaiti cinema goers for the years to come.
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